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The Third Revised And Enlarged Edition Of The Directory Of Libraries In India Contains Much Larger Number Of
Addresses Of Libraries In India. Special Chapters Have Been Added On Addresses Of Institutions Offering Courses On
Important Subjects Like Management, Medicine And Nursing, Engineering And Technology, Architecture, Law, Sports
Etc.It Is Hoped That The Directory In Its Present Form Would Be Found Highly Useful By Publishers And Booksellers In
Mailing Their Publicity Material. The Directory Would Also Be Useful To Librarians And Others Concerned With
Educational Institutions And Organisations For Getting Information About Libraries In India.
The book presents high-quality papers from the Third International Conference on Microelectronics, Computing &
Communication Systems (MCCS 2018). It discusses the latest technological trends and advances in MEMS and
nanoelectronics, wireless communications, optical communication, instrumentation, signal processing, image processing,
bioengineering, green energy, hybrid vehicles, environmental science, weather forecasting, cloud computing, renewable
energy, RFID, CMOS sensors, actuators, transducers, telemetry systems, embedded systems, and sensor network
applications. It includes papers based on original theoretical, practical and experimental simulations, development,
applications, measurements, and testing. The applications and solutions discussed in the book provide excellent
reference material for future product development.
The sixth edition of this most trusted book on JAVA for beginners is here with some essential updates. Retaining its
quintessential style of concept explanation with exhaustive programs, solved examples, and illustrations, this test takes
the journey of understanding JAVA to slightly higher level. The book introduces readers to some of the Core JAVA topics
like JDBC, Java Servlets, Java Beans, Lambada Expression and much more. Practical real-life projects will give a better
understanding of JAVA usage and make students industry-ready.
The second international conference on INformation Systems Design and Intelligent Applications (INDIA – 2015) held in
Kalyani, India during January 8-9, 2015. The book covers all aspects of information system design, computer science
and technology, general sciences, and educational research. Upon a double blind review process, a number of high
quality papers are selected and collected in the book, which is composed of two different volumes, and covers a variety
of topics, including natural language processing, artificial intelligence, security and privacy, communications, wireless and
sensor networks, microelectronics, circuit and systems, machine learning, soft computing, mobile computing and
applications, cloud computing, software engineering, graphics and image processing, rural engineering, e-commerce, egovernance, business computing, molecular computing, nano-computing, chemical computing, intelligent computing for
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GIS and remote sensing, bio-informatics and bio-computing. These fields are not only limited to computer researchers
but also include mathematics, chemistry, biology, bio-chemistry, engineering, statistics, and all others in which computer
techniques may assist.
This Third Edition, in response to the enthusiastic reception given by academia and students to the previous edition,
offers a cohesive presentation of all aspects of theoretical computer science, namely automata, formal languages,
computability, and complexity. Besides, it includes coverage of mathematical preliminaries. NEW TO THIS EDITION •
Expanded sections on pigeonhole principle and the principle of induction (both in Chapter 2) • A rigorous proof of
Kleene’s theorem (Chapter 5) • Major changes in the chapter on Turing machines (TMs) – A new section on high-level
description of TMs – Techniques for the construction of TMs – Multitape TM and nondeterministic TM • A new chapter
(Chapter 10) on decidability and recursively enumerable languages • A new chapter (Chapter 12) on complexity theory
and NP-complete problems • A section on quantum computation in Chapter 12. • KEY FEATURES • Objective-type
questions in each chapter—with answers provided at the end of the book. • Eighty-three additional solved
examples—added as Supplementary Examples in each chapter. • Detailed solutions at the end of the book to chapter-end
exercises. The book is designed to meet the needs of the undergraduate and postgraduate students of computer science
and engineering as well as those of the students offering courses in computer applications.
This book explores the notion of software literacy, a key part of digital literacy which all contemporary students and
citizens need to understand. Software literacy involves a critical understanding of how the affordances and conceptual
approaches of everything from operating systems, creative apps and media editors, to software-based platforms and
infrastructures work to inform and shape the ways we think and act. As a cultural artefact, programing code plays a role
in reproducing, reinforcing, and augmenting existing cultural practices, as well as generating completely new coded
practices. A proposed three-tier framework for software literacy is the focus for a two-year empirical investigation into
how tertiary students become more literate about the nature and implications of software they encounter as part of their
tertiary studies. Two case studies of software learning and use in university-level engineering and screen & media
studies courses are presented, investigating the mapping of students’ trajectory of the learning of desktop applications
against this framework for software literacy. Though the book’s focus is primarily educational, its content also has
implications for any field that makes use of software and information & communication technology systems and
applications. As such, the book will be of interest to all readers whose work involves the challenges and opportunities
presented by software-based teaching and learning; and to those interested in how software impacts the workplace and
leisure activities that make up our day-to-day lives.
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This book gathers outstanding research papers presented at the International Conference on Frontiers in Computing and
Systems (COMSYS 2020), held on January 13-15, 2019 at Jalpaiguri Government Engineering College, West Bengal,
India and jointly organized by the Department of Computer Science & Engineering and Department of Electronics &
Communication Engineering. The book presents the latest research and results in various fields of machine learning,
computational intelligence, VLSI, networks and systems, computational biology, and security, making it a rich source of
reference material for academia and industry alike
This two-volume set (CCIS 1045 and CCIS 1046) constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International
Conference on Advances in Computing and Data Sciences, ICACDS 2019, held in Ghaziabad, India, in April 2019. The
112 full papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 621 submissions. The papers are centered around topics like
advanced computing, data sciences, distributed systems organizing principles, development frameworks and
environments, software verification and validation, computational complexity and cryptography, machine learning theory,
database theory, probabilistic representations.
For sophomore courses on digital design in an Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering, or Computer Science
department. & Digital Design, fourth edition is a modern update of the classic authoritative text on digital design.& This
book teaches the basic concepts of digital design in a clear, accessible manner. The book presents the basic tools for the
design of digital circuits and provides procedures suitable for a variety of digital applications.
Transportation planning plays a useful role as a lifeline for any society. It comprises applications of science and art,
where a great deal of judgement coupled with its technical elements is required to arrive at a meaningful decision in order
to develop transportation infrastructure facilities for the community. Transportation planning, thereby, helps in achieving a
safer, faster, comfortable, convenient, economical and environment-friendly movement of people and goods traffic. In this
context, an attempt has been made to write a comprehensive book on this subject, which not only deals with the basic
principles and fundamentals of transportation planning but also keeps abreast of the current practices and policies
conducted in transportation planning. Divided into 23 chapters, the book felicitously proffers the fundamental techniques
of transportation planning and travel demand modelling, urban form and urban structure and their relation with transport
pattern, land use-transport model, accessibility and mobility consideration in transport modelling, graph theory and road
network planning, cost benefit analysis, mass transport planning, applications of intelligent transport system, applications
of software in transport planning, and transport policies. Exploiting a systematic approach avoiding prolixity, this book will
prove to be a vade mecum for the undergraduate and postgraduate students of civil engineering and transportation
engineering. Besides, this book is of immense benefit to the students opting a course on Master of Planning conducted in
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various institutes. Highlights of the Book • Systematically organised concepts well-supported with ample illustrations •
Prodigious illustrative figures and tables • Incorporates chapter-end summary to help in grasping the quirk concepts •
Presents state-of-the-art data • Includes chapter-end review questions to help students prepare for examination
Pratiyogita Darpan (monthly magazine) is India's largest read General Knowledge and Current Affairs Magazine.
Pratiyogita Darpan (English monthly magazine) is known for quality content on General Knowledge and Current Affairs.
Topics ranging from national and international news/ issues, personality development, interviews of examination toppers,
articles/ write-up on topics like career, economy, history, public administration, geography, polity, social, environment,
scientific, legal etc, solved papers of various examinations, Essay and debate contest, Quiz and knowledge testing
features are covered every month in this magazine.
The two-volume set LNICST 150 and 151 constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the First
International Internet of Things Summit, IoT360 2014, held in Rome, Italy, in October 2014. This volume contains 74 full
papers carefully reviewed and selected from 118 submissions at the following four conferences: the First International
Conference on Cognitive Internet of Things Technologies, COIOTE 2014; the First International Conference on Pervasive
Games, PERGAMES 2014; the First International Conference on IoT Technologies for HealthCare, HealthyIoT 2014; and
the First International Conference on IoT as a Service, IoTaaS 2014. The papers cover the following topics: user-centric
IoT; artificial intelligence techniques for the IoT; the design and deployment of pervasive games for various sectors, such
as health and wellbeing, ambient assisted living, smart cities and societies, education, cultural heritage, and tourism;
delivery of electronic healthcare; patient care and medical data management; smart objects; networking considerations
for IoT; platforms for IoTaaS; adapting to the IoT environment; modeling IoTaaS; machine to machine support in IoT.
"This set of books represents a detailed compendium of authoritative, research-based entries that define the contemporary state of
knowledge on technology"--Provided by publisher.
This book comprises the select proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on Future Learning Aspects of Mechanical Engineering
(FLAME) 2020. In particular, this volume discusses different topics of industrial and production engineering such as sustainable
manufacturing processes, logistics, Industry 4.0 practices, circular economy, lean six sigma, agile manufacturing, additive manufacturing, IoT
and Big Data in manufacturing, 3D printing, simulation, manufacturing management and automation, surface roughness, multi-objective
optimization and modelling for production processes, developments in casting, welding, machining, and machine tools. The contents of this
book will be useful for researchers as well as industry professionals.
This textbook explores the different aspects of data mining from the fundamentals to the complex data types and their applications, capturing
the wide diversity of problem domains for data mining issues. It goes beyond the traditional focus on data mining problems to introduce
advanced data types such as text, time series, discrete sequences, spatial data, graph data, and social networks. Until now, no single book
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has addressed all these topics in a comprehensive and integrated way. The chapters of this book fall into one of three categories:
Fundamental chapters: Data mining has four main problems, which correspond to clustering, classification, association pattern mining, and
outlier analysis. These chapters comprehensively discuss a wide variety of methods for these problems. Domain chapters: These chapters
discuss the specific methods used for different domains of data such as text data, time-series data, sequence data, graph data, and spatial
data. Application chapters: These chapters study important applications such as stream mining, Web mining, ranking, recommendations,
social networks, and privacy preservation. The domain chapters also have an applied flavor. Appropriate for both introductory and advanced
data mining courses, Data Mining: The Textbook balances mathematical details and intuition. It contains the necessary mathematical details
for professors and researchers, but it is presented in a simple and intuitive style to improve accessibility for students and industrial
practitioners (including those with a limited mathematical background). Numerous illustrations, examples, and exercises are included, with an
emphasis on semantically interpretable examples. Praise for Data Mining: The Textbook - “As I read through this book, I have already
decided to use it in my classes. This is a book written by an outstanding researcher who has made fundamental contributions to data mining,
in a way that is both accessible and up to date. The book is complete with theory and practical use cases. It’s a must-have for students and
professors alike!" -- Qiang Yang, Chair of Computer Science and Engineering at Hong Kong University of Science and Technology "This is
the most amazing and comprehensive text book on data mining. It covers not only the fundamental problems, such as clustering,
classification, outliers and frequent patterns, and different data types, including text, time series, sequences, spatial data and graphs, but also
various applications, such as recommenders, Web, social network and privacy. It is a great book for graduate students and researchers as
well as practitioners." -- Philip S. Yu, UIC Distinguished Professor and Wexler Chair in Information Technology at University of Illinois at
Chicago
"All aspects pertaining to algorithm design and algorithm analysis have been discussed over the chapters in this book-- Design and Analysis
of Algorithms"--Resource description page.
The book includes high-quality research papers presented at the International Conference on Innovative Computing and Communication
(ICICC 2018), which was held at the Guru Nanak Institute of Management (GNIM), Delhi, India on 5–6 May 2018. Introducing the innovative
works of scientists, professors, research scholars, students and industrial experts in the field of computing and communication, the book
promotes the transformation of fundamental research into institutional and industrialized research and the conversion of applied exploration
into real-time applications.
The book compiles the research works related to smart solutions concept in context to smart energy systems, maintaining electrical grid
discipline and resiliency, computational collective intelligence consisted of interaction between smart devices, smart environments and smart
interactions, as well as information technology support for such areas. It includes high-quality papers presented in the International
Conference on Intelligent Computing Techniques for Smart Energy Systems organized by Manipal University Jaipur. This book will motivate
scholars to work in these areas. The book also prophesies their approach to be used for the business and the humanitarian technology
development as research proposal to various government organizations for funding approval.

This book is written for the student who wishes to learn not only the concepts of computer graphics but also its meaningful
implementation. It is a comprehensive text on Computer Graphics and is appropriate for an introductory course in the subject.
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This book highlights recent research on bio-inspired computing and its various innovative applications in Information and
Communication Technologies. It presents 50 high-quality papers from the 9th International Conference on Innovations in BioInspired Computing and Applications (IBICA 2018) and 7th World Congress on Information and Communication Technologies
(WICT 2018), which was held at Toc H Institute of Science and Technology (TIST) on December 17–19, 2018. IBICA-WICT 2018
was a premier conference and brought together researchers, engineers and practitioners whose work involved bio-inspired
computing, computational intelligence and their applications in information security, real-world contexts etc. Including contributions
by authors from 22 countries, the book offers a valuable reference guide for all researchers, students and practitioners in the fields
of Computer Science and Engineering.
This book covers both classical and modern models in deep learning. The chapters of this book span three categories: The basics
of neural networks: Many traditional machine learning models can be understood as special cases of neural networks. An
emphasis is placed in the first two chapters on understanding the relationship between traditional machine learning and neural
networks. Support vector machines, linear/logistic regression, singular value decomposition, matrix factorization, and
recommender systems are shown to be special cases of neural networks. These methods are studied together with recent feature
engineering methods like word2vec. Fundamentals of neural networks: A detailed discussion of training and regularization is
provided in Chapters 3 and 4. Chapters 5 and 6 present radial-basis function (RBF) networks and restricted Boltzmann machines.
Advanced topics in neural networks: Chapters 7 and 8 discuss recurrent neural networks and convolutional neural networks.
Several advanced topics like deep reinforcement learning, neural Turing machines, Kohonen self-organizing maps, and generative
adversarial networks are introduced in Chapters 9 and 10. The book is written for graduate students, researchers, and
practitioners. Numerous exercises are available along with a solution manual to aid in classroom teaching. Where possible, an
application-centric view is highlighted in order to provide an understanding of the practical uses of each class of techniques.
The book covers a variety of topics which include data mining and data warehousing, high performance computing, parallel and
distributed computing, computational intelligence, soft computing, big data, cloud computing, grid computing, cognitive computing,
image processing, computer networks, wireless networks, social networks, wireless sensor networks, information and network
security, web security, internet of things, bioinformatics and geoinformatics. The book is a collection of best papers submitted in
the First International Conference on Computational Intelligence and Informatics (ICCII 2016) held during 28-30 May 2016 at
JNTUH CEH, Hyderabad, India. It was hosted by Department of Computer Science and Engineering, JNTUH College of
Engineering in association with Division V (Education & Research) CSI, India.
This comprehensive reference text discusses the fundamental concepts of artificial intelligence and its applications in a single
volume. Artificial Intelligence: Fundamentals and Applications presents a detailed discussion of basic aspects and ethics in the
field of artificial intelligence and its applications in areas, including electronic devices and systems, consumer electronics,
automobile engineering, manufacturing, robotics and automation, agriculture, banking, and predictive analysis. Aimed at senior
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undergraduate and graduate students in the field of electrical engineering, electronics engineering, manufacturing engineering,
pharmacy, and healthcare, this text: Discusses advances in artificial intelligence and its applications. Presents the predictive
analysis and data analysis using artificial intelligence. Covers the algorithms and pseudo-codes for different domains. Discusses
the latest development of artificial intelligence in the field of practical speech recognition, machine translation, autonomous
vehicles, and household robotics. Covers the applications of artificial intelligence in fields, including pharmacy and healthcare,
electronic devices and systems, manufacturing, consumer electronics, and robotics.
Tactile Internet with Human-in-the-Loop describes the change from the current Internet, which focuses on the democratization of
information independent of location or time, to the Tactile Internet, which democratizes skills to promote equity that is independent
of age, gender, sociocultural background or physical limitations. The book promotes the concept of the Tactile Internet for remote
closed-loop human-machine interaction and describes the main challenges and key technologies. Current standardization
activities in the field for IEEE and IETF are also described, making this book an ideal resource for researchers, graduate students,
and industry R&D engineers in communications engineering, electronic engineering, and computer engineering. Provides a
comprehensive reference that addresses all aspects of the Tactile Internet – technologies, engineering challenges, use cases and
standards Written by leading researchers in the field Presents current standardizations surrounding the IETF and the IEEE
Contains use cases that illustrate practical applications
Data science, data engineering and knowledge engineering requires networking and communication as a backbone and have wide
scope of implementation in engineering sciences. Keeping this ideology in preference, this book includes the insights that reflect
the advances in these fields from upcoming researchers and leading academicians across the globe. It contains high-quality peerreviewed papers of ‘International Conference on Recent Advancement in Computer, Communication and Computational Sciences
(ICRACCCS 2016)’, held at Janardan Rai Nagar Rajasthan Vidyapeeth University, Udaipur, India, during 25–26 November 2016.
The volume covers variety of topics such as Advanced Communication Networks, Artificial Intelligence and Evolutionary
Algorithms, Advanced Software Engineering and Cloud Computing, Image Processing and Computer Vision, and Security. The
book will help the perspective readers from computer industry and academia to derive the advances of next generation
communication and computational technology and shape them into real life applications.
This text presents marketing research concepts in a highly applied and managerial way. This is the only Australian/New Zealand
text which balances qualitative and quantitative aspects within its field. The text is organized into 6 parts. The first 5 parts are
based on a 6 step framework for conducting market research. *Part 1 covers the first 2 steps: problem definition and the nature
and scope of research approaches to problems. *Part 2 covers the third step of research design and describes in detail
exploratory, descriptive and casual research designs. *Part 3 covers the 4th step of field work in a practical and managerial
orientated manner. *Part 4 covers the 5th step: data preparation and analysis from basic to advanced techniques. The emphasis is
on explaining procedures, interpreting results and analyzing managerial implications. *Part 5 covers the 6th and final step:
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communicating the research by preparing and presenting a formal report. *Part 6 is devoted to the complex processes of
international market research.
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